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Abstract 

 

 

We report on quantitative in situ TEM nanocompression tests used to study the 

deformation behavior of NiTi pillars at the nanometer scale. By recording the 

diffraction patterns in real time we have obtained direct evidence that the stress-induced 

ensite) transformation does exist in NiTi even when the 

sample size is below 200 

diffraction pattern with our quantitative data showed that the transformation starts at 

approximately 1 GPa. We found that the transformation occurred through a multi-step 

process, and that the reverse transformation did not occur due to extensive deformation 

memory effect in nanoscale NiTi devices. 
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Introduction 

 

The shape memory effect [1] in Ni-Ti alloys is known to occur through a reversible 

martensitic phase transformation [2-12]. The basic shape memory phenomenon 

involves either a temperature-driven or stress-induced martensitic transformation that 

is then reversed by applying heat or stress reversal to reform the austenitic phase 

[13-20]. This basic transformation has been exploited in a number of different ways in 

order to develop advanced mechanical and biomedical devices [21-30]. 

 

As shape-memory technologies progress and these devices become smaller [31], 

questions remain as to whether or not the stress-induced martensitic phase 

transformation in NiTi progresses in the same manner or in fact exists at all when the 

critical dimensions approach nanometer scales. So far, mixed results have been 

reported. For instance, in references [32-34], no thermal martensitic phase 

transformation was found in nano-crystalline or thin film NiTi when the length-scale 

(grain size, thin film thickness) is roughly below 1 µm. Meanwhile, thermally-induced 

martensitic phase transformations in NiTi nano-powders [35] and stress-induced 

transformations in NiTi thin films by nano-indentation [36, 37] have both been reported. 

As an added complication, most of these reports use different sample geometries or 

different experimental methods, which can dramatically affect the results. Throughout 

these studies, there is universal concern about whether or not grain boundaries or a 

surface oxide layer hinders the martensitic phase transformation of NiTi at the 

nanometer scale.  

 

Recently, Frick et al. [38] has extended the micropillar compression testing 

methodology that was first introduced by Uchic, et al. [39, 40] to the study of NiTi 

shape memory alloys. Using a Focused Ion Beam (FIB) to mill pillars of different 

diameters, they could study the compression behavior of different nominal sample sizes 

from the same starting materials. Using an instrumented ex situ nanoindenter, Frick, et 

al. compressed NiTi pillars ranging from 2 microns to 200 nm in diameter. By 

methodical analysis of their generated stress vs. strain curves, Frick et al. reported that 

the pseudoelastic behavior in NiTi disappeared when the pillar diameter became less 

than 200 nm.  While the ex situ stress vs. strain curves generated from their 

experiments do show a lack of the pseudoelastic signature, they do not have direct 

microstructural analysis that demonstrates the vanishing pseudoelastic behavior in the 

smallest pillars. Thus, a main focal point of our work will be to examine whether the 

stress-strain curve resulting from a nanopillar compression test is indeed a valid proof 

of the existence of a phase transformation at small length scales. 

 

Quantitative in situ TEM mechanical testing [41-43] is an ideal experimental method to 

directly probe the shape memory behavior of NiTi. By correlating mechanical data, the 

microstructural response and live crystallographic information we can explore the 

initial stages of deformation in this system at length scales that are difficult to approach 

with other testing methods. Here we present results from our in situ TEM uniaxial 



nano-compression experiments of microfabricated NiTi pillar structures. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Our starting material was a NiTi thin film deposited using physical vapor deposition to 

a thickness of 5 µm with an austenite finish temperature (Af) of 0 

temperature, the material has the austenite B2 phase and with grain sizes ranging from 

200 to 500 nm. Figure 1a shows a regular TEM plan view image from the sample, 

prepared by traditional dimpling and Ar ion milling. The R phase was sometimes 

evident from diffraction patterns of the plan view samples, but was never observed in 

the pillar structures. An FEI 235 Dual Beam focused ion beam (FIB) was used to 

fabricate pillar structures with nominal diameters ranging from 140 nm to 200 nm and a 

length/diameter ratio between 2 and 3. A 20 nm thick amorphous/oxide layer was 

present around all the pillars (Fig.2(b)). More than 20 pillars were fabricated and tested. 

Due to the initial grain size of 200-400 nm, most pillars were single crystal but some 

contained one or two grain boundaries. In situ nano-compression of the pillars was 

performed with a Hysitron TEM Picoindenter system inside a JEOL 3010 TEM. An 

image of the experimental setup can be seen in Figure 1b, where a flat diamond punch 

approaches the pillar from the top in a direction normal to the electron beam. Most 

experiments used in this study were run under displacement control, while a few were 

run under force control, in order to be able to directly compare our results with prior 

work by others.  

 

In addition to running tests in bright field and dark field TEM imaging modes, we also 

used an in situ diffraction mode in order to capture the phase transformation 

phenomena by observing the diffraction pattern during deformation instead of an image 

of the pillar. The diffraction patterns were obtained by placing a 270 nm diameter 

selected area diffraction aperture near the center of the pillar. As shown in Fig.2(a) inset, 

the diffraction pattern displays a strong amorphous ring caused by the FIB damage 

and/or oxidation. However, this amorphous ring can actually be used as a convenient 

reference to identify the phase transformation, since the first observable diffraction spot 

[110] of the B2 phase has nearly the same d-spacing as the amorphous ring. 

Consequently, any spots appearing inside the ring (e.g. d spacing less than the 

amorphous ring) indicate the appearance of a new phase. In the case of our experiments, 

any new spots would correspond to either the intermediate R phase or the martensite 

synchronize the force-displacement data with the captured video by overlaying the data 

on the video, which can be seen in the supplementary movies.  

 

Results and Discussion 

 

1. The Martensitic Phase Transformation 

 

The first important result we show here is that there is indeed a stress-induced 



martensite phase transformation in sub-200 nm NiTi pillars. Fig. 2 shows a typical 

example. In this case, we started with a pillar from a single austenite B2 grain, and the 

diffraction pattern with a zone axis of [135] is shown in Fig.2(a) inset. After a single 

compression test to about 20% total engineering strain, the pillar was almost 

completely transformed to martensite 2(c) inset (the diffraction 

define the engineering strain as the displacement of the punch divided by the initial 

length of the pillar taken from the TEM images. However, the actual strain induced in 

the material is difficult to measure accurately and as we will describe later includes 

complications from deformation in the substrate below. Nevertheless, it is useful to 

define a nominal value for comparison with other NiTi studies. Fig. 2(b) shows a high 

density of defects in the pillar to start, presumably largely due to damage from the FIB 

process. Fig. 2(d) shows the pillar after deformation, where there is a high density of 

defects surrounding the domain boundaries in the dark-field image - a common 

observation among the compressed pillars. We believe that the large amount of defects 

iants. 

 

The in situ video of the diffraction pattern revealed the timing of the transformation 

process, as shown in Fig.3. Fig.3(a) shows the engineering stress vs. displacement 

curve of the aforementioned test. The stress was calculated with the initial pillar 

diameter from the top of the pillar, and this is consistent with all of the examples 

described in the paper. Due to a slight 3-4 degree taper of the pillar, this value therefore 

represents the highest stress imposed on the pillar at any given point. The first 

the plateau right before point 

(c), although the evidence of new diffraction spots is clearer at point (d). By position (e), 

the phase transformation was almost complete. The first feature worth noting is that, the 

phase transformation began at a stress level of about 1 GPa (a value that was consistent 

throughout all of our experiments). This value is higher than what is reported for bulk 

NiTi [44, 45], however comparable to Frick et al. [38]. A second feature of 

interest is the subtle displacement jump at nearly constant load at point (c) 

corresponding to the first indication of the martensitic phase transformation.  From 

evidence of the data alone it would be easy to confuse this subtle displacement 

excursion with underlying noise. With this in mind, it demonstrates that tracking the 

diffraction pattern for any changes is clearly a more reliable method for studying the 

martensite phase transformation than analysis of load vs. displacement features. A third 

feature of interest is that there are multiple steps and load plateaus during the loading of 

the pillar. For example, the load plateaus at both positions (c) and (e) in fig. 3(a) are 

qualitatively similar. Since the load plateaus are related to phase transformations, this 

indicates that the transformation of the pillar occurs in a multi-step process. The 

multi-step process is supported by the microstructural changes that were observed in 

the few tests we recorded in the dark field imaging mode. The idea of a multi-step 

transformation has been reported before in bulk samples [45, 46]. Finally, it is worth 

-

kind of characteristic behavior has been used previously to identify the reversible 



pseudoelasticity of NiTi alloys [38], indicative of the transformation back to the 

austenite B2 phase. However the diffraction patterns recorded before and after this 

-

contradiction will be discussed in the next section.  

 

in situ compression tests always 

showed low-intensity streaking between the spots, suggesting that there are multiple 

B1

the intermediate R phase of NiTi, we did sometimes observe spots indicating its 

presumed R phase diffraction spots was always too low to positively confirm from the 

in situ videos, and they were never found upon closer inspection after the tests.  

 

As stated earlier, our nanopillars always had a thick amorphous layer surrounding them, 

presumably resulting from both FIB damage and subsequent oxidation.  Nevertheless, 

our positive confirmation of the martensitic phase transformation allows us to conclude 

that the amorphous/oxide layer does not stop the transformation. On the other hand, we 

did observe that the phase transformation was stopped by grain boundaries when there 

were multiple grains within one pillar. These observations help to explain why it has 

been possible to observe the phase transformation in free-standing powders and pillars 

where oxide layers are bound to exist, but not in nano-crystalline bulk materials or thin 

films that contain multiple grain boundaries [32-37, 47, 48].  

 

2. Reversibility 

 

Pseudoelasticity is one of the characteristic properties of NiTi and occurs when there is 

full recovery of the phase transformation after unloading the imposed stress. It has been 

observed that for bulk NiTi, when the total strain is less than ~8%, the deformation is 

fully recoverable when testing is conducted at a temperature above Af [14]. Here, we 

will take a look at the recoverability of the nanoscale NiTi pillars in our experimental 

setup. 

 

For the example pillar used in Figures 2 and 3, about 20% maximum engineering strain 

was achieved. As shown by both the images and diffraction pattern taken after 

unloading, it is clear that the mechanical deformation was not fully recovered when the 

previous section. As mentioned previously, there exists a high density of entangled 

dislocations in the final product, as shown in Fig.2(d). 

 

As a comparison, another experiment was set up to load the pillar to a total engineering 

strain of about 15%, as shown in Fig.4. Both the load-displacement curve and the 

diffraction pattern indicate that the pillar

phase, fully recovered to the original B2 phase, as well as to its original length. By 

further compressing the pillar beyond 20% strain, the deformation again became partly 



unrecoverable (Fig.5). 

 

Our understanding of this behavior is that in pseudoelastic NiTi, the first 10% nominal 

strain is accommodated by martensite phase transition. Beyond this limit, the 

When the sample has deformed significantly the resulting dislocation entanglement in 

 [49-51]. 

The lack of reversibility in the pillars compressed to 20% nominal engineering strain 

was confirmed by heating the compressed pillars. After compressing a series of pillars 

the sample outside of the microscope and heat treated the pillars for 15 minutes at 100 º

C. This temperature is well above the Af and should have been sufficient to transform 

bulk NiTi back to the austenite phase. After re-inserting the sample into the TEM we 

found that the microstructure remained exactly the same, confirming that the pillars 

e after compression to 20% engineering strain. 

 

At first glance, the shape of the engineering stress vs. displacement curves that we 

measured from the in situ nanocompression tests seem to indicate the presence of 

pseudoelasticity.  Pseudoelasticity as observed in nanoindentation and 

nanocompression tests is normally signified by a hysteretic stress vs. strain curve, 

resulting from the forward and reverse phase transformation at a relatively constant 

load [52]. Our data curves also demonstrated similar features, including small 

- - 3a for example). However, 

the lack of a reverse phase transformation in the pillar confirmed by the diffraction 

information taken from the pillars seemed entirely inconsistent with this interpretation 

of the pop-out behavior.  To look for the origin of this pop-out behavior, we ran in situ 

compression tests using the bright field imaging mode. As opposed to recording the 

tests in dark field or in diffraction mode, the bright field imaging mode allowed us to 

observe the profile of the substrate below the pillars. Analysis of our bright field tests 

-

of substantial deformation and recovery in the substrate below the pillars, a unique 

feature to the NiTi pillars as compared to our previous in situ nanocompression tests on 

other non-shape memory systems [43, 53-55]. In Fig.6 we show a bright field test run in 

displacement control and in Fig.7 we show a bright field test run under force control. In 

9 rate 

must be much smaller than the stress in the pillars, but evidently the stress is large 

enough in the substrate to result in a reversible transformation. While the pillars are 

fully , which is locked into the pillar through subsequent 

plasticity, the substrates is likely only partially transformed, resulting in at least a 

partially reversible transformation. It has been found before that the phase 

transformation in shape memory alloys can be enhanced by a triaxial stress state, such 

as at the corner of the gage section in dog-bone shaped tensile samples [56-58]. This is 



consistent with the phase transformation occurring at much lower stress in the substrate 

below the pillars in our experiments. 

 

While our in situ diffraction data came from the pillars only, the quantitative data is 

evidently a superposition of the deformation in the pillars and the substrate below. Our 

quantitative data has features that are clearly derived from deformation in the pillar 

itself (as described in Figure 2 for example), but there is underlying deformation in the 

substrate below that leads to inflated strain values, since some displacement is derived 

from the substrate. This observation also helps to explain why we found a fully 

reversible transformation at approximately 15% nominal engineering strain (Figure 4) 

instead of at 8% strain as is reported for bulk tests. This becomes yet another example 

of the power of in situ observations in helping to interpret quantitative data. For 

example, a recent paper claims that at the nanoscale Cu-Al-Ni shape memory alloys 

show a damping figure of merit that is much higher than the value for their bulk 

counterpart[59]. Their conclusion was drawn from ex situ nanopillar compression tests, 

based on an assumption that the deformation was localized within the pillars. As our in 

situ results clearly show, it is possible that the deformation can extend into the substrate. 

Although the authors of this recent paper were using a different alloy system than ours, 

the mechanical behavior of these shape memory alloys is similar. If the deformation of 

the Cu-Al-Ni nanopillars indeed extended into the substrate as shown in our work, then 

their calculation of the damping figure of merit using only the volume of the pillar 

would be incorrect. This example clearly shows the importance of in situ work for the 

interpretation of small-scale mechanical testing and the development of nanoscale 

applications.  

 

Summary 

 

We have used quantitative in situ TEM nanocompression tests to study the 

stress-induced martensitic phase transformation in NiTi at the nanometer scale. We 

obtained direct evidence that the stress-induced B2-

transformation does exist in NiTi even when the sample size is below 200 nm. 

quantitative data showed that the transformation starts at about 1 GPa.  We found that 

the transformation occurred through a multi-step process, indicating sequential 

nucleation of martensitic variants at progressively higher stresses. When the nominal 

engineering strain value exceeded 20%, the transformation in our nanopillars was not 

reversible, even after subsequent heat treatment. However, we found that features 

indicative of pseudoelasticity in the nanopillars in fact resulted from movement (and 

presumably pseudoelastic behavior) of the substrate below the pillars. Although there is 

no clear evidence due to the resolution of our current experimental setup, we have clues 

that indicate the temporary existence of the intermediate R phase. While our study 

suggests the potential for applications of the shape memory effect in nanoscale NiTi 

devices, it also calls for further studies, especially into the role of the R phase and cyclic 

behavior. 
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Figure 1. (a) Planview of NiTi thin film; (b) Low magnification TEM image showing in 

situ nano-compression experimental setup. 



 

 

   

 

Figure 2. Representative before and after microstructure from a NiTi pillar compressed 

in situ in a TEM to approximately 20% engineering strain. (a) Bright-field and (b) 

dark-field images of a FIB-milled NiTi pillar before testing. The diffraction pattern 

inset in (a) show that the pillar is a single crystal of the austenite cubic B2 phase, and 

the diffraction spot used for the dark-field image (b) was g=B2[-2-11]. (c) and (d) are 

bright-field and dark field images, respectively, of the same pillar after-compression. 

The spot used for the dark-field images was the same g=B2[-2-11], now overlapping 

-2,-2,0] diffraction spot. The pillar has been mostly transformed to the 



 



  

 

Figure 3. (a) Engineering stress vs. displacement curve of the test shown in Fig.1. The 

video frames (b-g) correspond to the points marked on (a), and in each case the 

diffraction pattern corresponding to the end of an event is shown in order to show the 

full intensity of the newly transformed phase. The diffraction pattern shown in (b) 

corresponds to the austenite B2 phase only. The B2 -

begins at the plateau right before point (c) and is fully transformed by point (f). The first 

characteristic B19  diffraction spots are marked by arrows in (d), but can also be seen in 

the subsequent diffraction . 



 

 

 

Fig.4 Engineering stress vs. displacement curve (a) and corresponding diffraction 

patterns (b-d) from a compression test with 15% nominal engineering strain. The video 

frames (b-d) correspond to the points marked on (a), and in each case the frame 

corresponding to the end of an event in shown in order to show the full intensity of the 



newly transformed phase. The diffraction pattern at the beginning of the loading 

segment (b) shows only the austenite B2 phase. The arrows in (c) highlight the 

appearance of diffraction spots that correspond to martensite B19  phase, but these 

disappear upon unloading, shown in (d). 



 

 

 

Fig.5 Engineering stress vs. displacement curve (a) and corresponding diffraction 

patterns (b-d) of a compression test with 20% nominal engineering strain following the 

test shown in Fig.3. The video frames (b-d) correspond to the points marked on (a), and 

in each case the frame corresponding to the end of an event is shown in order to show 



the full intensity of the newly transformed phase. The diffraction pattern (c) shows only 

the austenite B2 phase exists before the test. The arrows in (c) highlight the appearance 

of diffraction spots that correspond to the martensite B19  phase. After unloading the 

 



 

  

 

Fig.6 A displacement-controlled test performed while recording the bright-field image 

shows that 90% of the pop-out comes from the substrate. In (a) the engineering stress vs. 

displacement curve shows that over the 100 nm of unloading displacement between 

points (b) and (c) the pillar only expanded by 10 nm. 



 

  

 

Fig.7 A load-controlled test performed while recording the bright-field image shows 

that 92% of the pop-out comes from the substrate. In (a) the engineering stress vs. 

displacement curve shows that over the 132 nm of unloading displacement between 

points (b) and (c) the pillar only expanded by 12 nm. 
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